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ABSTRACT 
A spectral characterization is obtained for those normal operators which belong to 
the convex hull of the unitary orbit of a given normal operator on a finite-dimensional 
space. This is used to prove the following: if A and B are normal operators on an 
ndimensional complex Hilbert space H with eigenvalues given by a,, . , a,, and 
/31,. . ,& respectively, and if A - B is also normal, then 
for any nnitarily invariant norm on L(H). 
INTRODUCTION 
In [12], Weyl used the minimax principle to prove: if or > . . . > a, and 
p1>**. > & are enumerations, in decreasing order, of the eigenvalues of 
self-adjoint operators A and B on C”, then [IA - BII 2 Ildiag(q -&)/I. The 
norm used here is the operator norm. Later, Lid&ii [8] and Wielandt [13] 
proved that the above inequality persisted in any “unitarily invariant norm.” 
(Definitions follow.) In this paper, a dual inequality is proved. With the 
notation as above, it is shown that ((A - BI( < Ildiag(a, - fln_k+l)(( for any 
unitarily invariant norm. Theorem 2.7 is slightly stronger than the last 
statement in that it establishes an analogous inequality when A, B, and A - B 
are normal. 
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1. SOME NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this note, the symbol H denotes a complex n-dimensional 
inner-product space. The space of linear operators on H is denoted by L(H). 
Quite often, L(H) will be identified with the algebra M,(C) of complex n X n 
matrices. The subalgebra of diagonal matrices will be denoted by A. If 
ar=(a,,...,a,)EC”, then diag o or diag(ark) will denote the diagonal matrix 
with (k, k) entry (Ye. 
If u is an element of the permutation group S,, let U, denote the unitary 
operator on C” (or unitary matrix) which permutes the standard basis { ek> of 
C” thus: U,e, = cock,, 1~ k < n. The representation u + U, induces a natural 
action on M,(C) via (a, A) + A, = U,*AU,. Clearly, if A = diag(ak), then 
A, = diag(o,& 
If A is a self-adjoint operator on H with eigenvalues (or,. , . , a, arranged so 
that cyi >, . . . > (Y,,, we shall write 
A, = diag(a,,...,ai), A, = diag(cu,,...,cll,). (I4 
The subscripts a and d are meant to suggest “ascending” and “descending,” 
respectively. 
If A E L(H) [or M,(C)], the unitary equivalence class of A is denoted by 
%*; thus, %A = (U*AU: U unitary}. It is clear that 
AEA - %~~A={A,:uES,,}. (1.2) 
If T E L(H) [or M,(C)], the symbol tr, will denote the linear functional 
defined by tr,A = traceTA = tr TA. Observe that if T, B E L(H) and u E S,, 
then tr TB,, = tr To 1 B. Hence, for any r E S,, 
Finally, if S is a set in a vector space, the symbol COS will denote the 
convex hull of S. 
For the sake of convenient reference, we state here two well-known 
theorems, due respectively to Birkhoff and to Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya. 
THEOREM 1.1 [2]. {U, : u E S,} is precisely the set of extreme points of the 
compact convex set D, of doubly stochastic matrices of order n; in particular, 
D,, = co(U,: u ES,,}. 
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THEOREM 1.2 [5]. Let a= (a,), /3 = (&) E R”. Assume a1 > * * . > a,, 
PI>, * . . 2 &. For (I in S,,, let a, = (a,(,), . . . ,aOt,,)). The fohbwing conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) /3 E @a,: u E S,}; 
(ii) CT=,,/?, < CT=,a, for 16 m < n, and C;=lPI; =CCEIak. 
2. ON THE CONVEX HULL OF THE UNITARY ORBIT OF A 
NORMAL OPERATOR 
Define II,: M,(C) + M,(C) by &((a,,)) = diag(a,,). It is clear that II, 
is a projection of M,(C) onto A. 
LEMMA 2.1. ZfA,B E A, then 
tr,(co%s) = trAIHA(co%s)] = trA [co(Qs nA)I- 
Proof. It is easily verified that for any T in M,(C), trAT = trAII,(T), 
and hence, trA = tr* 0 II,. Since Il, is linear, it follows that 
tr,(co GZL,) = trA( II,(co Q,)) = trJcoH*(%)). 
Since 9~s f~ A c II&( it remains only to prove that 
i.e. that 
trAII,(U*BU) E co{trAB,: u ES,,}. 
Suppose A = diag a, B = diag p, and C = II,(U*BU) = diag Y, where a = (a,), 
p = (&), v = (Q). If U = (r-J j), then it is easily checked that 
ui = f lu,,12pi. 
j=l 
Thus, v = M/3, where M = (lV,j12) is a doubly stochastic matrix. Hence, by 
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Theorem 1.1, there exist constants 13, >, 0 (a E S,) such that C/3, = 1, v = 
C,@,UJ3. It follows that 
and hence that 
trAU*BU= trAC E co{trAB,,: u ES,}, 
thereby completing the proof. 
Note that we have actually proved above that 
G2LB) c co{ B,: u E S,}. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf B E A, then 
Zf, in addition, B is selfadjoint, then 
Proof. The inclusions 
are immediate. For the reverse inclusion, since co(%, n A) is a compact 
convex set in A, and since every linear functional on A is of the form trA for 
some A in A, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
III,(co QzL,) c co(%, n A). Hence, the first assertion is proved. 
Note that %, n A = {B,: u E S,}. Hence, any point in II*(co %,) = 
co(G21,nA)isoftheformdiagv,whereYEcO(P,:uESn)(Here,B=diagp.) 
So, by Theorem 1.1, there exists a doubly stochastic matrix M such that 
v = Mp. If B is self-adjoint, then /3 is a real n-vector. Then a result due to 
Horn ([7]) asserts that M may be chosen to be of the form M = (Vi;), where 
U = (Uij) is a real orthogonal matrix. It is then easily verified that 
111,( U*BU) = diag v, 
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and hence, we have shown that a typical point in III,(co S!,) actually belongs 
to W%j). n 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let { ak}:, 1 and {jIk>z_ 1 be enumerations of the 
eigenvalues of normal operators A and B. Then B E co %, if and only if 
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that A = diag(a,), B = 
diag(p,). Then, by Proposition 2.2, 
BECO‘?L~ CJ Be (co%&A 
- BEco(%~nA)=co{A,:eES,,}. n 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A, B,{ak},{ &} be as in the previous proposition. 
Then, 
lf A or B is selfadjoint, the above inclusion is actually an equality. 
Proof Note that trA( %s) remains unchanged if A and B are replaced by 
unitarily equivalent operators. So we may assume, without loss of generality, 
that A, B E A. Then, by Lemma 2.1, 
trA(G2LB) z tr,(coQ,) = co(tr,(Qs n A)), 
thereby establishing (2.1). 
For the second assertion, since trA( %s) = trs( %*), we may assume that B 
is Hermitian. Then, by Lemma 2.2, 
trA(QB) = trA[Kd%)I 
= trAIG(co%)I 
=trA[co(%snA)]. 
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Since any two projections of the same rank are unitarily equivalent, and 
since projections are self-adjoint, Corollary 2.4 implies the following: 
COROLLARY 2.5. Zf {(Y~):,~ is an enumeration of the eigenvalues of a 
normaloperatorA,andif l<m<n, then 
{trAP: P a projectionof rank m} = co 5 (Y,(~) : u E S, . 
k=l 
In particular, the set on the left is convex. 
REMARI( 2.6. It is known (cf. [4, Problem 1671) that {tr AP: P a projection 
of rank m} is a convex set, when m is any integer and A is any bounded 
operator on a (possibly infinitedimensional) Hilbert space. The above corollary 
recaptures that result for normal A, and describes that set in terms of SPA. 
If A is self-adjoint, and if (pi > . . . > a, is an enumeration of sp A in 
decreasing order, Corollary 2.5 implies an old result of Ky Fan [3]: for any 
orthonormal set { xk}yX i, 
ak< f (AX/&Q)< 5 ak* 
k=n-m+1 k=l k=l 
Recall that a norm I] * (1 on M,(C) is said to be unitarily invariant if 
]]UAV]] = I] A(] whenever U and V are unitary matrices, and A is arbitrary. 
(For literature on unitarily invariant norms, see [9], [lo], [ll], and [13].) 
THEOREM 2.7. Let { ak}I, 1 and { Pk)tSI be enumerations of the eigenval- 
ues of normul matrices A and B respectively. Let 1). 1) be any unitarily 
invariant norm. on M,(C). Zf A - B is also runmul (in particular, if A and B 
are self&joint), then 
Proof. The theorem is clearly equivalent to the following statement, 
which is what we shall prove: If A, B E A, and if A - U*BU is normal for 
some unitary matrix U, then 
IIA - U*BUlI G ,mgy IIA - B,,ll. 
” 
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Since A - U*BU is normal, there exists a unitary matrix W such that 
W*(A - U*SU)W E A. Then, 
W*(A - U*BU)W= II,(W*AW) - &(W*U*BUW). 
However, by Lemma 2.2, there exist constants pL,, v, (a E S,,) such that 
CPL,=CVo=l 
0 0 
H,(W*AW) = &,A,, I&( W*U*BUW) = &J~B~. 
0 7 
Hence, 
W*(A - U*BU)W= xpL6Aa - cv,BT 
0 7 
= c w*(A, - BJ 
07 
Since I(. I( is unitarily invariant, it is clear that 
(1 W*(A - U*BU) WI] = ((A - U*BUI( 
and 
IIA, - BAI = ItA - Bra-doll = IIA - BAI. 
Thus, 
IJA - U*WII 6 c ~L,v,llA, - WI 
a,7 
The following example shows that the hypothesis that A - B is normal 
cannot be dropped. 
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EXAMPLE 2.8. Let 
A=[: _!I, B= [i _1] and U= [v: -izi]. 
A simple calculation shows that )]A - U*BUJJ = [2(1+ sin28)]1/2, where the 
norm used is the operator norm. Hence, if 0 < 8 < lI/4, 
(]A - U*BU]] > 6 = max (]A - B,]]. 
0 E s, 
We conclude with some remarks pertaining to Theorem 2.7 and existing 
literature on allied results. 
(1) Hoffman and 
unitary, then 
min ]]A 
0 E S” 
Wielandt have shown [6] that if A, B E A and if U is 
where ]].]]s is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (defined by ]](aij)llz = [Xi, jJaij]2]1/2). 
(2) Lid&ii [8] and Wielandt [13] have shown that if A and B are 
self-adjoint, then A, - Bd E co{C, : CJ E S,}, where C is any diagonal matrix 
unitarily equivalent to A - B. In particular, if A and B are diagonal self- 
adjoint matrices, and if U is any unitary matrix, then 
min ]]A - B,]] G ]]A - U*BUIJ 
(J E S” 
(2.2) 
for any unitary invariant norm. Recently, Bhatia [l] has proved that the 
inequality (2.2) continues to hold when A, B and A - U*BU are normal. 
(3) This is more or less a summary of the foregoing remark. 
(a) If A, B E A, if U is a unitary matrix such that A - U*BU is normal, and if 
(I.11 is any unitarily invariant norm on M,(C), then 
min (IA - Boll < ](A - U*BU(] < ,rnEy ]]A - Boll. 
* E S” ” 
(The first inequality is the abovementioned result of Bhatia, and the second is 
Theorem 2.7 of this paper.) 
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(b) If.A, B E A, if A and B are self-adjoint, and if U is any unitary matrix, 
then 
IlAd - 6ll Q IIA - U*BUII G IlAd - 4zll> 
for any unitarily invariant norm. (The first inequality is Lid&i’s result; for the 
second, it suffices, in view of Theorem 2.7, to show that /IA - B,ll < (IA, - B,ll 
for any u in S,, and selfadjoint A, B E A. This is clearly equivalent to showing 
that [IA + B,ll Q IlAd + Bdll for all u in S,, and self-adjoint, diagonal A, B. This 
last inequality follows immediately from Theorem 1.2.) 
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